Building a spanning tree, minimum spanning tree (MST), and BFS tree in a distributed network are fundamental problems which are still not fully understood in terms of time and communication cost. x The first work to succeed in computing a spanning tree with communication sublinear in the number of edges in an asynchronous CONGEST network appeared in DISC 2018. That algorithm which constructs an MST is sequential in the worst case; its running time is proportional to the total number of messages sent. Our paper matches its message complexity but brings the running time down to linear in n. Our techniques can also be used to provide an asynchronous algorithm with sublinear communication to construct a tree in which the distance from a source to each node is within an additive term of √ n of its actual distance. We can convert any asynchronous MST algorithm with time T (n, m) and message complexity of M (n, m) to an algorithm with time O(n 1−2ǫ + T (n, n 3/2+ǫ )) and message complexity of O(n 3/2+ǫ + M (n, n 3/2+ǫ )), for ǫ ∈ [0, 1/4]. Picking ǫ = 0 and using Awerbuch's algorithm [4], this results in an MST algorithm with time O(n) and message complexityÕ(n 3/2 ). However, if there were an asynchronous MST algorithm that takes time sublinear in n and requires messages linear in m, by picking ǫ > 0 we could achieve sublinear time (in n) and sublinear communication (in m), simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such algorithm.
Introduction
In the present work, we match the message complexity of [29] but bring the running time down to O(n), a time which matches the time of the fastest known asynchronous MST algorithms that use Θ(m) communication [4] .
The classic Layered BFS algorithm for the asynchronous CONGEST network uses O(D 2 ) time and O(Dn + m) messages, where D is the diameter of the network. We show how to construct a "nearly BFS" tree in this model with sublinear number of messages (for small enough D, and sufficiently large m) such that for each node, the distance from the source node is within an additive term of O( √ n) from its actual distance in the network. Such a tree can be used to simulate a synchronous algorithm in an asynchronous network with an overhead of O(D + √ n) time per step. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previously known algorithm to construct a low diameter tree using a sublinear number of messages in an asynchronous network.
Specifically, we show: This result achieves communication sublinear in m when m is sufficiently large, and is optimal for time when the diameter is Θ(n). We also prove the following more general theorem.
Theorem 1.2
Given an asynchronous MST algorithm with time T (n, m) and message complexity of M (n, m) in the KT1 CONGEST model, w.h.p., the MST in an asynchronous network can be constructed in O(n 1−2ǫ +T (n, n 3/2+ǫ )) time andÕ(n 3/2+ǫ +M (n, n 3/2+ǫ )) messages, for ǫ ∈ [0, 1/4].
For the BFS problem we show:
Theorem 1.3 In an asynchronous KT1 CONGEST model, a network with diameter D can construct a spanning tree with O(D +
√ n) diameter using time O(D 2 + n) and messagesÕ(n 3/2 + nD).
Related work on MST: Asynchronous Model:
The first breakthrough for computing the MST was by Gallager, Humblet, and Spira [19] , who designed an asynchronous algorithm (known as GHS) which achieved O(n log n) time and O(m + n log n) message complexity. The algorithm was in the CONGEST model which allows for messages of size O(log n) bits. Later work gradually improved the time complexity of asynchronous MST computation to linear in n [11, 17, 4, 35, 15, 16] . The message complexity of the aforementioned papers is O(m + n log n).
Synchronous Model: Garay et al. [20] were the first to give a sublinear time O(D+n 0.614 )-round MST algorithm in the synchronous model. Kutten and Peleg [27] gave an algorithm with O(D+ √ n log * n) time complexity, and Elkin [12] provided an algorithm withÕ(µ(G, w) + √ n) round complexity.
In his algorithm, µ(G, w) is the MST-radius of the network. Although these algorithms can be simulated in an asynchronous network using a synchronizer [3, 9, 7, 1, 25, 26, 10, 8] , either the superlinear time for initializing the synchronizer or their significant message overhead makes them unusable for our purposes.
For the KT0 model (also known as clean network) where nodes initially know only their own IDs, lower bounds ofΩ(D + √ n) on the time complexity and lower bounds of Ω(m) on the message complexity have been proven [13, 34, 33, 24, 5] . There are algorithms that match both lower bounds simultaneously up to a polylogarithmic factor [31, 14] .
In the KT1 model, where nodes initially know the ID of their neighbors and in the presence of randomization, King et al. [23] , provided an algorithm withÕ(n) time and message complexity, which was the first algorithm that obtained sublinear message complexity in terms of the number of edges in the network. The time of their algorithm was later improved to linear in n [28] . In 2018, Ghaffari and Kuhn [21] and Gmyr and Pandurangan [22] examined time-message trade-offs in the synchronous CONGEST network. Both these papers show how to build a low diameter sparse subgraph in the synchronous model. An Ω(m) lower bound for a restricted version of the synchronous KT1 model was shown in [6] .
Organization: Section 2 defines the model, Section 3 describes the algorithmic approach, Section 4 gives the details of the algorithms, Section 5 discusses how our results can be generalized to obtain a trade-off between time and message complexity, and the Appendix gives a subroutine from [21] . Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the discussion.
Model
We consider the asynchronous CONGEST model. In an asynchronous network, messages sent by nodes are delivered with arbitrary delays. Such communication is event-driven, where actions are taken upon receiving a message or waking up. We assume that all nodes wake up at the start. Time complexity in the asynchronous communication model is the worst-case execution time, if each message takes at most one time unit to deliver across one edge. The time for computations within a node is not considered.
All nodes have knowledge of n, the size of the network, within a constant factor. In the CONGEST model, each message has O(log n) bits. ID's are unique and are taken from the range of [1, poly(n)]. We assume that messages to a receiver are numbered by a sender in the order in which they are sent to it, so that a node receiving the message can wait for the message from a sender with the sender's next number before acting. W.l.o.g., we assume that the edge weights are unique and therefore, the MST is unique. If the edge weights are not unique they can be made unique while preserving the ordering of the weights, in the standard way (by multiplying the weight by 2 2|ID| and adding x * 2 |ID| + y where x and y are the uniquely labelled endpoints, |ID| is the maximum length of an ID, and x > y).
Nodes initially know their own ID and the ID of their neighbors. This is known as the KT1 model and is considered by some to be the standard model of distributed computing [32] . In weighted graphs, initially, nodes only know the weight of their incident edges in the input graph G. We assume that all nodes wake up at the same time. In a distributed network problem for constructing a subgraph like MST, the objective is that, upon termination of the protocol, all nodes must know which of their incident edges belong to the subgraph. We explain the algorithm assuming that the input graph is connected. However, the protocol directly applies to disconnected graphs as well.
Algorithmic approach
A common approach in distributed protocols for computing the MST is using Boruvka's algorithm. (See [30] .) Boruvka's Algorithm runs in O(log n) phases. The idea is to maintain a subgraph of the minimum spanning forest during the algorithm. Initially, each node is a tree in the spanning forest. In each phase, each tree (also called a fragment of the MST) computes a minimum weight edge leaving the fragment. Then, fragments are merged using these minimum outgoing edges. Each fragment is rooted at a specific node called the leader. When some fragment B finds a minimum outgoing edge to a fragment A rooted at node a, it requests to merge with A. If A accepts the merge, B becomes a subtree of A, and the two fragments A and B, and the edge used for merging them become one fragment rooted at node a. The implementation of the algorithm in the synchronous model allows a constant fraction of fragments to merge together in each phase. Therefore, O(log n) phases suffice for all fragments to merge into one fragment, which will be the final MST.
We assume that each fragment of the MST has an identity which we refer to as the fragment ID. Fragment ID is the node ID of the fragments leader and can change for any fragment over the course of the algorithm. Every node in a fragment is aware of the fragment ID.
It is difficult to mimic the parallelism of the Boruvka algorithm in the asynchronous model. The GHS algorithm succeeds in doing so by maintaining a rank for each fragment. Fragments use their minimum weight outgoing edge to merge into fragments of equal or higher ranks. In this way a fragment doubles in size with each full search for a minimum weight outgoing edge. The GHS algorithm avoids incurring a later full search cost when the minimum weight outgoing edge is to a fragment of lower rank. Without communicating across each edge, it seems impossible to simulate this aspect of the GHS algorithm. Mashreghi and King [29] drops the attempt to run a parallel Boruvka-style algorithm and instead grows its MST from a single source node. In doing so, it runs in worst case time proportional to the total number of messages.
Here we accomplish some sort of parallelism by starting with "initial" fragments of height 1, formed by high degree nodes and star nodes in parallel. A node is high-degree if its degree is at least √ n log 2 n. Otherwise, it is a low-degree node. A node selects itself to be a star node with probability of c √ n log n where c is a constant dependent on c ′ so that each high-degree node is adjacent to a star node with probability 1 − 1/n c ′ . Let G ′ be the subgraph on G induced by all high-degree and star nodes. We can construct a spanning forest F on G ′ , from the initial fragments by adding O( √ n/ log n) edges such that the sum of the diameter of all trees in this forest is O( √ n/ log n).
Thus we can afford to add these edges sequentially in the worst case, spending a time per edge proportional to log 2 n * (diameter of a maximum tree), for a total of O(n) time.
To find minimum outgoing edges, one approach is to have nodes test all of their incident edges, in the order of weight, to see whether an edge is outgoing. This results in Ω(m) messages. King et al. [23] provided an asynchronous subroutine, called FindAny, that with constant probability, finds an edge leaving a fragment T and uses onlyÕ(|T |) messages, where |T | is the number of nodes in T . This subroutine is used in [21] and [29] to compute the MST. The following lemma on FindAny subroutine will be used throughout the algorithm. F indAny(E ′ ) means that FindAny is performing this search on a subset E ′ of the edges. To find the minimum outgoing edge, it is possible to use FindAny and do a binary search on the weight of the desired edge. To do this, assuming that all edge weights are in range [l, h), nodes first consider only those incident edges whose weight is in [l, (l + h)/2), and run FindAny O(log n) times. Then with high probability, if there is an outgoing edge in this range it will be found and we can narrow down the search to lighter edges. Otherwise, it must be that the minimum outgoing edge is in [(l + h)/2, h). In each step of the binary search, the current bounds are broadcast to all nodes in the tree. After O(log n) steps of the binary search the minimum outgoing edge is found. This takes O(n log 2 n) messages, and O(height(T ) log 2 n) time overall, (height(T ) is the height of T .)
Two other subroutines used in this paper are from [29] : ApproxCut(T ): returns an estimate in [k/32, k] where k is the number of outgoing edges from T and k > c log n for c a constant. It requires O(n log n) messages. T hresholdDetection(k): The leader is informed w.h.p. when the number of events experienced by the nodes in its tree reaches the threshold k/4. The event here is the receipt of Low-degree over an outgoing edge.
Outline of algorithms
Recall that an edge belongs to the subgraph G ′ if and only if both of its endpoints are either high-degree or star nodes.
1. Initial fragments are formed in parallel consisting of star nodes and their high degree neighbors. Our new algorithm maximaltree incorporates the asynchronous waiting technique of [29] to find the edges in F and enable each high-degree node to learn its low-degree neighbors while building a spanning forest F on G ′ from these initial fragments. See Section 4.1.
To construct the nearly BFS tree, the network runs Gallager's Layered BFS algorithm [18] on G sparse , the subgraph of edges in F and all edges incident to at least one low-degree node. (Section 4.2)
2. We compute the minimum weight spanning forest F min on G ′ in Section 4.3. We use an idea of [21] , along with the fact that the obtained trees in part
This is done using the low-diameter trees in F , to simulate the MST algorithm of [21] in the asynchronous model on each connected component of G ′ .
3. In Section 4.4, we define S min to be the edges in F min and the edges incident to at least one low-degree node. We run an asynchronous MST algorithm with O(n) time and O(m) message complexity (e.g. [4] ) on S min . The result is the MST of G.
The challenge in part (1) is to modify the algorithm of [29] , to have star nodes grow fragments of the spanning forest only on G ′ (not including any low-degree node). In part (2), we observe that the algorithm of [21] consists of a number of Boruvka style phases where the computations in each phase are inherently asynchronous. We show that using the low-diameter trees from part (1), we need to synchronize the nodes only at the beginning of each such phase. This allows us to run, without any asymptotic overhead on the complexity, the MST algorithm of [21] in the asynchronous network. We run the algorithm on each connected component of G ′ . This results in the minimum spanning forest for part (2) of our algorithm.
For the last part, the challenge is that there is no global clock to announce the beginning of these three parts to nodes. Therefore, we have all nodes start running the MST protocol of part (3) while part (1) and (2) Initially, similar to the idea of [21] , we form a number of height-one fragments around the star nodes. Star nodes send a message to their neighbors and await their response. We observe that w.h.p. each high-degree node is adjacent to a star node and assume this property holds during the course of our analysis. Each high-degree node considers itself to be the child of the first star node it has heard from and responds accordingly. This gives us the initial fragments of the spanning forest, where each fragment is formed by a star node and a subset of its neighbors. Since a star node is self-selected with probability of c √ n log n , w.h.p., there are at most O( √ n/ log n) star nodes.
From initial trees to F : Now, we only need to connect these initial fragments using O( √ n/ log n)
edges. The challenge is to find an outgoing edge to a high degree node or a star node. Each phase of the MaximalTree protocol returns such an edge if there is one, or until there is a "terminal" run when all nodes in the star's fragment have received messages from all their (low-degree) neighbors outside the fragment and none of these neighbors are high degree or star nodes. Each leader of a fragment runs MaximalTree until it no longer is a leader of its fragment or a terminal run is reached.
Merging fragments:
After finding an outgoing edge e to a high degree or star node, a fragment (say A) sends a merge request message along the edge with its fragment ID to the other fragment (say B) and waits for a response. If ID(A) < ID(B) then the endpoint in B accepts the request and fragment A then updates the fragment ID of all of its nodes to B, that is B's leader becomes the leader of the combined fragment. However, if A's ID is greater, the endpoint of e in B waits (and A waits) until: i) B selects e or another edge with an endpoint in A, in which case B merges with A along the edge selected by B and B's ID become equal to A's. The leader of A becomes the leader of the merged fragment and receives a message that its attempted merge is rejected. ii) B selects an outgoing edge to a different fragment A ′ and ID(B) is updated so that ID(B) > ID(A). A then updates its ID to B's as described above.
Observation 4.1 The sum of the diameters of the trees in the spanning forest F is O(
√ n/ log n).
Proof: There are O( √ n/ log n) initial fragments. Since each fragment consists of a star node and its high degree neighbors, the height of each fragment is one. Therefore, the height of any tree in F, obtained by adding edges between the initial fragments, is no more than twice the final number of star nodes in that tree which is O( √ n/ log n). Since diameter of a tree is at most twice the height, the sum of the diameters of the trees in F is O( √ n/ log n). Proof: In the initialization, there are at most n low-degree non-star nodes that send to at most O( √ n log 2 n) of their neighbors. Also, there are at most O( √ n/ log n) star nodes that send to all of their neighbors and receive a response. This overall takes O(n 3/2 log 2 n) messages and O(1) time.
To find an outgoing edge, in each phase, each fragment T runs FindAny O(log n) times. Each phase uses O(|T | log n) messages and O(height(T ) log n) time. Moreover, finding an outgoing edge to a high-degree or star node may require O(log n) phases of sampling and waiting. Therefore, each fragment requires O(|T | log 2 n) messages and O(height(T ) log 2 n) time to find an outgoing edge.
A merge request is rejected only when an outgoing edge becomes an internal edge because of another merge, and hence the number of rejected merge requests is O(number of merges). There are at most O( √ n/ log n) merges that have to be performed using the outgoing edges on the initial height-one fragments. Also, height of a fragment is always O( √ n/ log n) (Observation 4.1).
Therefore, the overall time will be O(( √ n/ log n) 2 · log 2 n) = O(n). The overall message complexity is O(n · log 2 n · √ n/ log n) = O(n 3/2 log n).
We also prove the following lemma regarding the correctness of the algorithm.
Lemma 4.3 With high probability, MaximalTree protocol always makes progress. When it terminates, the obtained trees are maximal trees in F and all outgoing edges are explored.
Proof: When the fragments find their outgoing edges, the policy for merging always allows the fragment with lowest ID to be merged with another fragment. So, in terms of merging, the algorithm always makes progress. We should only argue that if an outgoing edge to a high-degree or star node exists, it will be found w.h.p.. We call such an edge a valid outgoing edge for the sake of this proof.
If there is a valid outgoing in the sample, we are done. Otherwise, the algorithm explores all lowdegree non-star nodes outside the fragment by waiting for them to send their Low-degree messages. This happens w.h.p. since we use ApproxCut and ThresholdDetection. ApproxCut approximates the cut within a constant factor and ThresholdDetection only signals the leader when a constant fraction of the Low-degree messages are received. Therefore, each time these two subroutines are applied, a constant fraction of the messages that we expect to be received, will be received with high probability. So, after repeating this O(log n) times, the number of Low-degree messages that have not been received becomes so low that they will not interfere with finding a valid outgoing edge. In the worst-case, when the majority of such messages are received and their corresponding edges are excluded from the search, FindAny finds a valid outgoing edge.
If there is no valid outgoing edge, the fragment tree is maximal. The last set of sampled edges before termination includes all remaining outgoing edges, and the algorithm terminates.
Constructing a spanning tree of height O(D + √ n)
The Layered BFS algorithm for asynchronous networks due to Gallager [18] (see James Aspnes's online notes [2] , Section 4, pp 25) runs in time O(D 2 ) and uses messages O(E + V D) on any graph with diameter D. This simple algorithm assumes an initiator which starts the algorithm, and then the tree is built one layer at a time, reporting back to the root when the layer is done.
Let G sparse be the subgraph of G consisting of edges in F and the edges with at least one low-degree endpoint. From Observation 4.1, and as observed in [21] , page 5-6, we know G sparse has diameter Algorithm 1 Initialization of the minimum spanning tree algorithm. Every node runs this protocol independently upon wake up. 1: procedure Initialization
2:
Every node selects itself to be a star node with probability of c log n √ n .
3:
Star nodes send a Star message to all of their neighbors and wait for the response of each message. In response, if a node is high-degree and this is the first star it has hear from it sends back Child . Otherwise, the node responds Not-Child . If the node receiving the Star message is also a star, it responds by Star-node .
4:
Low-degree nodes that are not a star send Low-degree messages to all of their neighbors. 5: end procedure Algorithm 2 Finds a maximal tree of the spanning forest F in G ′ . x is any star node that is also the leader of this fragment. repeat //beginning of a phase 3: counter ← 0, A ← ∅.
while counter < 16c log n do
5:
Leader calls F indAny(E \ A), where nodes exclude from the search the edges that they have received a Low-degree message from, i.e., nodes that are low-degree but not star.
6:
if F indAny is successful and finds an edge (u, v) (u ∈ T and v / ∈ T ) then
7:
A = A ∪ (u, v). //the set of outgoing edges 8: u sends a message and asks for v's degree, and whether or not it is a star node. u then sends up the result to the leader.
9:
end if 10: counter ← counter + 1.
11:
end while 12: if ∃(u, v) ∈ A s.t. v is high-degree or star then
13:
Leader chooses an edge to a high-degree or star node arbitrarily, and sends a M erge, ID message over it. (ID is this fragment's ID.)
14:
If accepted, this fragment is updated to be a subtree of fragment vID rooted at node v.
15:
If rejected, the leader starts a new phase.
16:
else if |A| < 2 log n then
17:
Leader terminates the algorithm.
18:
else // waiting 19: r ← ApproxCut()/2. Then leader calls T hresholdDetection(r).
20:
Leader waits to receive a trigger message and then starts a new phase. When node x receives the message M erge, tID from node t:
If x is a high-degree node it waits to hear from at least one star node. Else, if x is a star node it waits to hear the response of its initialization messages.
4:
if tID < xID then 5: x immediately responds by Accept, xID , and considers t as a child from now on.
6:
else if tID > xID then 7: x delays the response until xID becomes greater than or equal to (≥) tID.
8:
else tID = xID 9: x rejects the merge by a Reject message. The full algorithm is as follows: At the start, all nodes in G awake to construct F . An initiator, once it has finished with the construction of F , initiates the Layered BFS algorithm on G sparse . Each node responds to the messages sent by the Layered BFS algorithm only after it has completed the construction of F . For this algorithm, each node considers its incident edges to be only those in G sparse . We obtain the following:
and messagesÕ(n 3/2 + nD G ), proving Theorem 1.3.
Constructing the Minimum Spanning Forest
It is easier to describe the algorithm for constructing F min as an MST algorithm on each connected component of G ′ . Formally, let us fix a connected component C in G ′ . Let T be the low-diameter tree computed on C from part (1). Now, we describe how to compute T min , the minimum weight spanning tree of C, using T whose diameter is bounded by O( √ n) (we omit the log n division as it is not needed in this part).
We simulate the synchronous MST algorithm of [21] in the asynchronous model, on C. So, our algorithm in this part closely follows their algorithm. (Please see the appendix for a detailed description of their algorithm since we omit the details that do not affect the synchronization process.) Our simulation is in a way that results in no asymptotic overhead on the time and message complexity of [21] . Our algorithm has two parts:
(A) Computing fragments of F min with low diameter: Let r be the root of T . This part consists of O(log n) Boruvka phases. However, in each phase only fragments with height less than √ n can look for minimum outgoing edges. Also, only certain merge requests will be accepted. The objective is to grow O( √ n) MST fragments where the diameter of each fragment is bounded by O( √ n) (in particular between √ n and 5 √ n). The steps are as follows:
1. Initially, each node is a fragment.
2. Begin the search: r tells all nodes (via a broadcast) to begin the search for the minimum outgoing edges. Then, each fragment computes its minimum outgoing edge using a binary search and FindAny (see Section 3). When nodes in a fragment know that the minimum outgoing edge is computed, they let r know using a convergecast. Note that they just let r know that they have finished the computation and do not send the found edge. r waits until all fragments compute their minimum outgoing edges.
3. Begin the merge: r tells all nodes to merge using the recently found minimum outgoing edges. All fragments then send merge requests over their minimum outgoing edges. If the merge is accepted, the fragment IDs of the nodes will be updated. Once fragments finished this part, they let r know by a convergecast.
4. Begin to truncate: r tells all fragments to make sure that their height stays in [
Once the fragments merge, it is possible that the height of the resulting fragments exceeds 5 √ n. However, because of the merging rules in [21] , it is guaranteed the height will not exceed 5 √ n by more than a constant factor. To make sure that all fragments have height in
√ n] we do as follows. Each fragment leader broadcasts a message to all nodes so that all nodes know their distance from the leader. Whenever the distance of a node from the fragment leader becomes a multiple of √ n + 1, the edge between that node to its parent is discarded. In case that the height of the remaining subtree gets below √ n that operation is undone. Once truncating is done, nodes notify r via a convergecast.
5. Check the phase: r computes the minimum height of all fragments via broadcast and convergecast. If the minimum height is < √ n, r goes to Step 2 and announces the beginning of a new phase. Otherwise, r announces the beginning of part (B).
We call the fragments obtained in part (A) old fragments. Also, we call the leader of these fragments old leaders. Once r announces the beginning of part (B), no more synchronization is required as the computations in part (B) are inherently asynchronous.
(B) Completing F min : Since the diameter of F min can be as large as Θ(n), in this part, nodes communicate through a different network. In fact, nodes communicate via the old fragments and through the spanning tree T . The key point in this part is to grow fragments in a way that each fragment consists of a number of old fragments.
To find the remaining O( √ n) minimum outgoing edges, and merge the old fragments, fragments rely on r to do the computation. In particular, nodes first send the necessary information to their old leaders. Then, the old leaders, send their information (via T ) to r. So, each message travels O( √ n) hops.
Then, r computes the minimum outgoing edges and sends the instructions regarding the merges, back to the nodes. Once the minimum outgoing edges are computed and r knows how the fragment IDs should be updated, information regarding the updates can be passed down to all nodes by reversing the direction of the convergecast messages.
Note: Since each fragment in part (B) consists of of a number of old fragments, r should pass the ID updates only to the old leaders. Then, the old leaders can pass the updates to all nodes in the old fragment.
Proof: In part (A) there are O(log n) phases since the fragments are synchronized via T and in each phase a constant fraction of all fragments can be merged. In each phase, fragments use a binary search and FindAny to find the minimum outgoing edges which takesÕ(n) messages and O( √ n) time. Merging and truncating in each phase needs a constant number of broadcasts and convergecasts which take O(n) messages and O( √ n) time. Therefore, overall, part (A) takesÕ(n) messages andÕ( √ n) time.
In part (B), we only broadcast the beginning of part (B). Afterwards, all computations are performed exactly in the same way as [21] . Part (B) has also O(log n) phases. However, we do not need to synchronize phase by phase. In each phase, all nodes give the necessary information to the old leaders. This takesÕ(n) messages andÕ( √ n) time. Then, the old leaders give the necessary information to r. This also takesÕ(n) messages andÕ( √ n) time since there are O( √ n) messages that have to be pipelined and travel O( √ n) hops.
Over all connected components of G ′ , the algorithm takesÕ(n) messages andÕ( √ n) time, and the lemma follows.
The correctness of part (2) follows from the correctness of the synchronous algorithm of [21] . The computations in each of the steps in part (A) and the whole part (B) can be simulated asynchronously since they do not depend on a global clock to be correct. Therefore, such simulation does not affect the correctness of the protocol.
Constructing the MST from F min :
We now have constructed the desired spanning subgraph S min on G. This subgraph consists of all edges that have at least one low-degree endpoint, and the edges of the minimum spanning forest F min . Therefore, S min hasÕ(n 3/2 ) edges.
To construct the final MST we can use any O(n) time asynchronous MST algorithm that requires no more than O(m) messages on dense graphs. We use the algorithm of [4] .
However, the only catch is that in an asynchronous network we cannot first complete parts (1) and (2) of the algorithm and then move to part (3) . To solve this, we have all low-degree nodes run the MST protocol, right after they sent their initialization messages. High-degree and star nodes only begin to participate in the MST protocol once they have computed their corresponding tree in F min . Computing F min requires O(n) time (for part (1) and (2)). Therefore, the overall delays that high-degree and star nodes can cause is no more than O(n), which is the same as the time complexity of the MST protocol. We now prove the following lemma which implies that running an MST algorithm on S min computes the correct MST of G. Proof: Suppose on the contrary that there is some edge in the MST that is not in the set of edges of the subgraph S min . This edge cannot have a low-degree endpoint because all such edges belong to the subgraph. Therefore, it must be an edge that is in the edges of G ′ but does not appear in F min . However, adding this edge to the corresponding tree in F min creates a cycle. By removing the maximum weight edge on that cycle we obtain a lighter tree which contradicts the fact that F min is the minimum spanning forest of G ′ .
Correctness of this part follows from the correctness of the MST protocol that is used. The only thing we do in this part is that we let high-degree and star nodes participate in the protocol only when they finished computing their trees in F min . This will only cause an additive delay on the MST protocol and will not affect the correctness. 
Trade-offs
The only parts in our algorithm that require linear time in n are part (1) and part (3). Part (3) is linear due to the asynchronous MST algorithm that we use on S min . However, in part (1), the time complexity comes directly from the number of star nodes. If we have n 1/2−ǫ star nodes, the time complexity of this part isÕ(n 1−2ǫ ). Since part (2) has a time complexity ofÕ( √ n), we only consider ǫ ∈ [0, 1/4]. However, we have to increase the threshold for low-degree nodes to n 1/2+ǫ , as well. This will result in a message complexity ofÕ(n 3/2+ǫ ) which is interesting if the input graph has asymptotically more edges. For instance, by selecting n 1/4 (ǫ = 1/4) star nodes, we havẽ O(n 1/2 ) time andÕ(n 7/4 ) message complexity.
Notice that we presented our algorithm for ǫ = 0; however, we optimized the log n factor to make sure that the time complexity remains O(n). Overall, the time and message complexity of part (1) and (2) of our algorithm will beÕ(n 1−2ǫ ) andÕ(n 3/2+ǫ ) respectively. And the subgraph S min will haveÕ(n 3/2+ǫ ) edges. Therefore, by applying an asynchronous MST algorithm with time T (n, m) and message complexity of M (n, m), we get an algorithm with time O(n 1−2ǫ + T (n, n 3/2+ǫ )) and message complexity ofÕ(n 3/2+ǫ + M (n, n 3/2+ǫ )). This proves Theorem 1.2.
Conclusions
The most important question is whether it is possible to find an MST algorithm in the asynchronous model, that requires time sublinear in n and messages sublinear in m. We know from the previous section that this can be done if there exists an asynchronous MST algorithm that takes sublinear time if the diameter of the network is low, and hasÕ(m) message complexity. To the best of our knowledge no such algorithm exists. Similarly, is it possible to have an asynchronous breadthfirst-search (BFS) algorithm that requiresÕ(D) time andÕ(m) messages? Having such algorithm would help in synchronizing the network and would allow us to achieve sublinear time by following the same strategy as part (2) of our algorithm on the whole graph.
subtree. If v is a node whose subtree has a height less than √ n it will undo the truncate operation and puts the edge back in the tree. Part (A) terminates when there are no active fragments left. Fragments computed in this part are called old fragments.
Part B -MST growth beyond low-diameter fragments:
The diameter of the final MST could be as large as n. To make sure that this part is performed in sublinear time in n, MST fragments rely on r to compute their minimum outgoing edges for them, and help them merge. The objective is to find theÕ( √ n) minimum outgoing edges and link the old fragments. The key point here is that each MST fragment is composed of a number of old fragments. This allows, r to send the instructions to only the old leaders. Then, the old leaders pass them down to the nodes in the old fragment.
In FindAny, all a node has to do is to compute linear sketches from its incident edges that it wants to consider in the search. These sketches have a size ofÕ(1). To find the minimum outgoing edges, the fragments do as follows. Nodes compute their sketches and give them to their old leader via a convergecast. Then, the old leaders give all of the sketches along with their current fragment IDs to r. Then, r can compute the minimum outgoing edges by performing the binary search. Once r computes the minimum outgoing edge, it broadcasts the corresponding minimum outgoing edges back to the old leaders, and the old leaders pass it down to all nodes in their old fragment. Similarly, r tells the nodes how they should update their fragment ID.
